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OVERVIEW 
 
 
Norwegian Cruise Line’s Caribbean vacations take you to some of the most relaxing and desirable 
destinations the world has to offer with 7-day cruises from Miami, Charleston, Houston, and New Orleans.  
With eight ships and seven ports of embarkation, you will discover more choices than ever with NCL’s 
Caribbean.   
 
You can sail aboard the Norwegian Sun, purpose-built for NCL’s revolutionary Freestyle Cruising, on an 
exciting 7-day Western Caribbean cruise from Miami during the winter and spring.  Or sail away on the 
sparkling New Norwegian Jewel and visit the ancient Mayan worlds on a cruise through the Exotic Western 
Caribbean or enjoy your time in the exciting Eastern Caribbean.  In addition, The Norwegian Dream also 
sails a 7-day Texaribbean itinerary in the winter and spring season from Houston.   
 
In addition, if you prefer a getaway closer to home, the Norwegian Majesty offers 7-day Western 
Caribbean cruises from Charleston, one of NCL’s newest Homeland Cruising ports.  Also, the spectacular 
Norwegian Dawn will offer special 10- and 11-day Eastern and Western itineraries roundtrip from New York. 
 
In the summer of 2006, the Norwegian Spirit will offer 6-day Florida and Bahamas itineraries and 8-Day 
Bermuda & Eastern Caribbean itineraries from New York.   
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This manual is designed to assist sales managers and travel agents alike in marketing NCL to the consumer, 
and showing them the many benefits that NCL has to offer.  New ships, a fresh and contemporary cruise 
product, homeland and exotic itineraries, first-class service, travel agent friendly policies, and a 
commitment to innovation – these are just a few of the many reasons to be associated with NCL.  The 
following pages cover NCL’s Caribbean product in detail, and should be used as a supplemental brochure 
reference tool.
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CARIBBEAN  
  

 
 
Summary 
 
NCL is expanding its Caribbean presence in 2005 like never before.  With eight ships sailing the crystal blue 
waters of the Caribbean and a variety of unique Caribbean itineraries from seven different cities (Miami, 
Philadelphia, Boston, Charleston, Houston, New Orleans, and New York), NCL is positioned to offer 
vacationers an experience filled with relaxation, adventure, fine dining, and more.   
 
Description of Ports 
 
Basseterre, St. Kitts 
 
The tiny capital of Basseterre sits on the edge of a 
wide bay backed by green hills, and is home to nearly 
half the population of St. Kitts.  The city's name, which 
means 'lowland', is one of the few remaining traces of 
French settlement on the island.  The dominant 
European influence in Basseterre, however, is 
overwhelmingly British, reflected in the buildings and 
even the layout of its streets.   
 
Although most of Basseterre's historic buildings 
perished in a fire in 1867, there are a number of 
Victorian stone block buildings topped by wooden 
second stories.  These are decorated with fancy 
latticework and gingerbread trim.  Independence 
Square is a small public park with a central water 
fountain; its earlier role as the city's slave market is a 
reminder of the island's harsh colonial past.  Flanking 
the square is the twin-towered Immaculate 
Conception Cathedral, dating back to 1927.  Some of 
the city's history can be seen at the St. Christopher 
Heritage Society that displays historic photos, 
Amerindian conch-shell tools, and pottery shards. 
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Belize City, Belize 
 
Dabbling its toes in the Caribbean Sea, Belize has more in 
common with its island neighbors than with the fiery volatility 
of the rest of Central America.  Belize City has a distinguished 
history, a handful of sights, and astonishing energy.  The 
60,000 people of Belize City represent every ethnic group in 
the country, with the Creole descendants of former slaves 
and Baymen forming the dominant element, generating an 
easy-going Caribbean atmosphere that can serve as the 
perfect getaway from the stresses of modern urban life. 
 

Although Belize has only one brand of beer, it compensates with some of the best diving in the world, 
dramatic Mayan ruins looming out of untouched jungle, and secluded ecolodges catering to the most 
sedentary adventurers. 
 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Boston is as close to the Old World as the New World gets, an American city that proudly trades in on its 
colonial past, having served a crucial role in the country's development from a few wayward pilgrims right 
through the Revolutionary War.  A faded relic anywhere else becomes a plaque-covered tourist sight here 
– but none of it detracts from the city's overriding historic charm, nor its present-day energy.  Indeed, there 
are plenty of tall skyscrapers, thriving business concerns and cultural outposts that are part-and-parcel of 
modern urban America, not to mention excellent mergers of past and present, such as the redeveloped – 
and bustling – Quincy Market, a paradigm for successful urban renewal.  True, nowhere else will you get a 
better feel for the events and personas behind the birth of a nation, all played out in Boston's wealth of 
emblematic and evocative colonial-era sights.  However, the city’s cafés and shops, its attractive public 
spaces, and the diversity of its neighborhoods –student hives, ethnic enclaves, and stately districts of 
preserved townhouses – are similarly alluring. 
 
As the undisputed commercial and cultural center of New 
England, Boston is the highlight of any trip to the region, truly 
unmissible because almost every road in the area leads to it.  
Boston is also the center of the American university system – 
more than sixty colleges call the area their home, including 
Harvard, in the neighboring city of Cambridge – and it enjoys 
a youthful buzz.  This academic connection has also played a 
key part in the city's long left-leaning political tradition. 
 
Downtown really begins with Boston Common, a large public 
green that holds either on or near its grounds many of the city's most historical sights, including the State 
House, Old Granary Burying Ground, and Old South Meeting House.  Nothing, however, captures the spirit 
of the city better than downtown's Faneuil Hall, the so-called "Cradle of Liberty."  On the other side of I-93 
from the marketplace is the North End, which occupies the northeast corner of the peninsula.  Aside from 
being the city's Little Italy, it's home to Old North Church and the Paul Revere House.  North of the Common 
are the vintage gaslights and redbrick Federalist townhouses that line the streets of Beacon Hill, the city's 
most exclusive residential neighborhood.  Charles Street runs south from the Hill and separates Boston 
Common from the Public Garden, which marks the beginning of Back Bay.  This similarly well-heeled 
neighborhood holds opulent row houses alongside modern landmarks like the John Hancock Tower, New 
England's tallest skyscraper.  Kenmore Square and Fenway are home to the Museum of Fine Arts, the 
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum and Fenway Park, and spreads out west of Massachusetts Avenue and 
southwest along Huntington Avenue.  Across the Charles River from Boston is Cambridge, site of the area's 
best nightlife, café scene and, above all, the ivy-covered walls of Harvard University. 
 
 
Bridgetown, Barbados 
 
With a gorgeous location beside the white sand beaches of Carlisle Bay, busy, modern Bridgetown is the 
capital and only city of Barbados.  One of the oldest cities in the Caribbean, founded in 1628 by a tiny 
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group of British settlers, it is home to around 40 percent of the island's population (some 100,000 people).  
The town is situated around an inlet, carved by the Caribbean Sea, which became known as the 
Careenage.   
 
The centre of activity is the Careenage, parking place for numerous sleek yachts overlooked by the 
Barbadian parliament and a rather forlorn and out-of-place statue of Admiral Nelson.  A number of the 
island's main religious buildings are within five minutes' walk of here, including St. Michael's Cathedral and 
the Jewish synagogue, both erected on the sites of their mid-seventeenth century originals.  Just north of 
the city are a couple of rum factories that you can tour (you'll usually be given a snifter or two to enhance 
the visit), while Tyrol Cot is an unusual nineteenth-century house that was home to two of the island's 
leading post-war politicians, Sir Grantley Adams and his son Tom Adams. 
 

Southeast is the historic Garrison Savannah, where the 
British Empire maintained its Caribbean military 
headquarters from 1780 to 1905.  It is an evocative place; 
the huge grassy savannah, today a racecourse and 
public park, was once the army's parade ground.  The 
ranks of brightly colored buildings around its edge were all 
used for military purposes; a couple of them now house 
the Barbados Museum and the Barbados Gallery of Art, 
both of which deserve a visit. 

 
Cancún, Mexico 
 
Cancún has become Mexico's calling card to world travelers because it perfectly showcases both the 
country's breathtaking natural beauty and the depth of its thousand-year-old history.  Simply stated, 
Cancún is the reason why most people travel to Mexico.  The sheer number of annual travelers to Cancún 
underscores the magnetic appeal of this resort on Mexico's eastern coast, with almost three million people 
visiting this enticing beach resort annually--most of them on their first trip to the country.  The reasons for this 
are both numerous and obvious. 
 
Cancún offers an unrivaled combination of high-quality accommodations, dreamy beaches, and a wide 
diversity of shopping, dining, nightlife, and activities nearby, with most offered at exceptional values with 
easy air access.  There is also the added lure of ancient cultures evident in all directions and a growing 
number of eco-oriented theme parks. 
 
No doubt about it--Cancún is the peak of Caribbean splendor with translucent turquoise waters and 
powdery white-sand beaches, coupled with coastal areas of great natural beauty.  However, Cancún is 
also a modern mega resort.  Even a traveler feeling apprehensive about visiting foreign soil will feel 
completely at home and at ease here.  English is spoken, dollars are accepted, roads are well paved, and 
lawns are manicured.  Malls are the mode for shopping and 
dining, and you could swear that some hotels are larger than 
a small town.  Travelers feel comfortable in Cancún.  You do 
not need to spend a day getting your bearings because you 
immediately see familiar names for dining, shopping, 
nightclubbing, and sleeping.  You will run out of vacation days 
before you run out of things to do in Cancún.  Snorkeling, jet 
skiing, jungle tours, and visits to ancient Maya ruins or modern 
ecological theme parks are among the most popular 
diversions.  Cancún's luxury hotels have pools so spectacular 
that you may find it tempting to remain poolside.  
Nevertheless, set aside some time to simply gaze into the 
ocean and wriggle your toes in the fine, brilliantly white sand.  
This is, after all, what put Cancún on the map. 
 
Charleston, South Carolina 
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If the Old South still lives throughout South Carolina's Low Country, it positively thrives in Charleston.  All our 
romantic notions of antebellum days – stately homes, courtly manners, gracious hospitality, and, above all, 
gentle dignity – are facts of everyday life in this old city, even though there are a few scoundrels here and 
there, including an impressive roster of pirates, patriots, and presidents. 
 
Its history may be dotted with earthquakes, hurricanes, fires, and Yankee bombardments, but Charleston 
remains one of the best-preserved cities in the Old South.  It boasts 73 pre-Revolutionary buildings, 136 from 
the late 18th century, and more than 600 built before the 1840s.  With its cobblestone streets and horse-
drawn carriages, Charleston is a place of visual images and sensory pleasures.  Tea, jasmine, and wisteria 
fragrances fill the air; the aroma of she-crab soup (the local favorite, a version of cream-of-crab soup) 
wafts from sidewalk cafes; and antebellum architecture graces the historic cityscape. 
 
In its annual reader survey, Conde Nast Traveler consistently 
names Charleston as the fourth top city to visit in America, 
ahead of such perennial favorites as New York, Seattle, and San 
Antonio.  Visitors are drawn here from all over the world – in fact, 
it is now quite common to hear German and French spoken 
along with English on the streets. 
 
Charleston is and always has been a city of culture, exemplified 
by the paintings of Elizabeth O'Neill Verner, the decorative 
ironwork of Philip Simons, and even Ira Gershwin's Porgy and 
Bess, and most definitely by the internationally renowned Spoleto 
Festival USA. 
 
Costa Maya, Mexico 
 
In search of adventure?  This unspoiled coastal paradise in the Yucatan sprawls off the beaten path from 
the Mayan ruins of Tulum to the Belizean border.  Brilliant butterflies, exotic tropical birds, deer, monkeys, 
even jaguars are said to roam the remote parts of this pristine jungle.  While not far from shore you will find 
mile after mile of historic shipwrecks and coral formations, much of them virtually unexplored. 
 
 
Cozumel, Mexico 
 
Cozumel is the original Caribbean destination in Mexico, a top cruise-ship port of call in the Americas, and 
one of the world's top five dive destinations.  Despite all this acclaim, Cozumel remains a laid-back island 
with an easy-going outlook and the kind of hospitality for which Mexicans are famous. 
 
The largest island in the Mexican Caribbean, it is located just 12 miles offshore from Playa del Carmen, a 45-
minute, $7 ferry ride away.  Only 3% developed, this 28-mile long, 11-mile-wide island still has vast stretches 
of pristine jungle and uninhabited shoreline.  The only town is San Miguel de Cozumel, usually called just San 
Miguel. 
 

The island offers all the necessities for a great vacation: 
excellent snorkeling and scuba places, sailing and water 
sports, expensive resorts and modest hotels, international 
restaurants and local taco joints, and even a Maya ruin or 
two.  Shopping is extensive, with many duty-free stores selling 
jewelry, perfumes, and designer wares.  If after a while you do 
get restless, the ancient Maya city of Tulum, the lagoons of 
Xel-Ha and Xcaret, or the nearby village of Playa del Carmen 
provide convenient and interesting excursions. 

 
George Town, Grand Cayman 
 
Once a pirate stronghold and haven for deserters from Oliver Cromwell's army, British Grand Cayman 
today is charming, prosperous and utterly civilized.  George Town is the capital, and therefore the hub of 
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government, banking, and shopping.  Even though the famous Seven-Mile Beach is actually closer to six 
miles long, every inch of its golden sand is a treat.  Here, guests will be able to relax and sun on white 
powdery sand, and enjoy a relaxing, exotic Caribbean experience.  
 
 In addition to duty-free shops filled with fine English 
porcelain and crystal, the marvelous marine park 
system alone makes a visit here worthwhile.  The 
Cayman Islands boast some of the best wreck 
diving in the world, making it a paradise for avid 
snorkelers and divers.   
 
 
 
Great Stirrup Cay, Bahamas (NCL’s Private Island) 

 
This unspoiled paradise of white sandy beaches and coconut 
palms is home to lizards, seagulls, neon-colored fish, and a few 
very fortunate guests of NCL.  For this is our own private island.  
Snooze in a hammock under a shady palm tree.  Learn to snorkel 
in a peaceful cove where tropical fish weave around equally 
colorful coral and sea fans.  Dance the limbo and enjoy a 
beachside barbecue.  Circle the island in a kayak or sailboat.  
This is the life! 
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Houston, Texas 
 
Houston, founded by two New Yorkers as a real-estate 
venture in 1836, is the largest and most cosmopolitan city 
in Texas.  Houston's economy is now diverse and robust, 
and has spawned a downtown revival.  A 50-mile-long 
ship channel links this inland city with the Gulf of Mexico, 
making it the third-largest seaport in the United States. 
 
The city, which encompasses a land mass more than half 
the size of the state of Rhode Island, is also a university 
town, and home to a fine symphony and respected ballet 
and opera companies.  A major branch of America's 
space program is here--Disney teamed up with the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration to create 
the dazzling Space Center in Houston. 
 
Take a trip around the globe without ever leaving Houston.  The Houston International Festival, the city's 
official celebration of visual and performing arts, draws a million people and spans 20 city blocks.  On 
festival weekends, Houston's downtown is filled with ethnic food booths, arts and crafts, kiosks, and other 
interesting exhibits--all in an open-air market atmosphere.  More than 1,800 performers take to the festival's 
outdoor stages.  Themed entertainment zones present performances from the United States, Africa, the 
Caribbean, Latin America, and elsewhere.  The World Music Stage continues to be home for the best Afro-
pop and other international music (a festival specialty), as well as healthy doses of Cajun music, reggae, 
rock, jazz, gospel, and the sounds of Texas.  Finally, an arts market in each entertainment zone, plus a 
special "Avenue of Artists," will feature works by 2,000 international artists.  The festival also features global 
fare from 50 top local restaurants.  The Specialty Beer Garden and the Wine Café also offer relaxation and 
refreshment. 
 
Key West, Florida 
 
Key West's locals, or "conchs" (pronounced "conks"), and the developers here have been at odds for years.  
This once low-key island has been thoroughly commercialized – there's a Hard Rock Cafe smack in the 
middle of Duval Street and thousands of cruise ship passengers descending on Mallory Square each day.  It 
is definitely not the seedy town Hemingway and his cronies once called their own. 

 
Laid-back Key West still exists, but it is now found in 
different places: the backyard of a popular guesthouse, 
for example, or an art gallery, or a secret garden, or the 
hip hangouts of Bahama Village.  And, of course, there 
are always the calm waters of the Atlantic and the Gulf 
of Mexico all around. 
 
The heart of town offers party people a great time.  Here, 
you will find good restaurants, fun bars, live music, 
rickshaw rides, and lots of shopping.  Don't bother with a 
watch or tie – this is the home of the perennial vacation! 
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King’s Wharf, Bermuda 
 
After the American War of Independence, the British were 
no longer able to use ports in their former American 
colonies, so they chose this site on hilly Ireland Island at the 
western tip of Bermuda as their 'Gibraltar of the West.'  It 
served as a dockyard facility and re-supply depot for ships 
heading between Nova Scotia and the British West Indies.  
The fort was built between 1814 and 1863 by nearly 10,000 
convicts who were quartered in unspeakable conditions 
on prison ships stationed in the deepwater cove. 
 
The fort is built of limestone blocks in Georgian style and 
was first used by the British navy as a base to launch their 
raid on Washington, DC, in 1814.  It later served as a North 
Atlantic base during both World Wars but was abandoned 
as a costly outpost in 1951.  Since then, the buildings have 
been renovated and given a second life.  The dockyard 
now includes the fascinating Bermuda Maritime Museum, 
located in the fort's former keep, an atmospheric pub, a 
movie theatre, a craft market, and the Bermuda Snorkel Park. 
 
Miami, Florida 
 
When one arrives in Miami, one hears Spanish, Portuguese, Creole, French, and Italian as a matter of 
course.  Once in Miami, visitors find a curious mix of Caribbean immigrants, orthodox Jews, retirees seeking 
easier winters, models, actors, artists, wealthy real estate moguls, and movie executives, as well as an 
already diverse crowd of long-time Floridians, black descendants of Bahamian railroad workers, Native 
Americans, and Hispanics.  The city is a virtual mosaic of colors, sounds, and scents. 
 
Through its many incarnations, two Miami characteristics remain constant-- predictable year-round warmth 
and its location on a peninsula pointing emphatically toward so many other nations.  Known as "The 
Capital of the Americas," Miami serves as Latin American and international headquarters for hundreds of 
multinational corporations, including Norwegian Cruise Line. 
 
Encompassing both the mainland and the barrier islands of Miami Beach, Greater Miami boasts about two 
million residents and hosts more than nine million visitors annually.  They come for different reasons.  Some 
are drawn by the sea and surf; some for the outrageous nightlife; others for the business opportunities; still 

others can't get enough of the natural wilderness right in 
the city's backyard. 
 
The evolution of America's southernmost metropolitan 
region--from a simple playground to a vibrant 
cosmopolitan city--has not been achieved at the expense 
of the area's celebrated surf and sand.  Despite Miami's 
quick transformation, the almost complete absence of 
heavy industry has left the air and water relatively 
unpolluted.  Miami is not just a beach vacation, however--
visitors find high-quality hotels, distinctive restaurants, 
unusual attractions, some quality cultural offerings, 
incredible nightlife, and excellent shopping. 
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Montego Bay, Jamaica 
 
Montego Bay is Jamaica's second city in size and importance, 
but it is the island's tourism capital.  It boasts the most hotel 
accommodations, the most transport facilities and is, in fact, a 
cosmopolitan holiday center, offering a wide choice of 
amenities. 
 
Montego Bay is divided into three fairly distinct parts.  There is 
the city itself with its crowded streets.  There is the " hotel area" 
which is the mile-and-a-half strip running from the town, past 
the celebrated Doctor's Cave Beach and out to the Dead End 
Bar.  Thirdly, there are the outlying hotels and villas on beach or hillside.  City streets are crowded, colorful 
and lively.  Country folk flock in to visit markets, shops and banks.  Guests from hotels and cruise ships make 
their way to in-bond shops and Crafts Markets.  Enjoy its noisy, untidy, lively Caribbean charm.  Architecture 
is a mixture of last-century "gingerbread" wooden houses interspersed with modern buildings, many of 
which harmonize because Georgian facades never really went out of fashion. 
 
Sam Sharpe Square, a pleasant cobblestone hub of activity, is roughly the center of the town where there 
stands the Cage, formerly a jail for runaway slaves, and the ruins of the Courthouse.  City Center, in true 
Jamaican tradition, is not the center of the city, but it is the center of in-bond shopping where all the major 
in-bond stores are situated.  The main Crafts Market is close to Sam Sharpe Square, but there are two 
smaller ones in the hotel area. 
 
There are a number of other shopping arcades in Montego Bay where visitors can shop for souvenirs: St. 
James and Fantasy Plazas are situated in the hotel area and Montego Bay Plaza is on the waterfront in 
town.  Further afield lies the Montego Freeport Shopping Center and the Blue Diamond Plaza.  Holiday 
Village, in front of Holiday Inn, is the largest shopping center in Montego Bay, with an extensive selection of 
in-bond stores, including the " Lady Godiva Shop,” all within easy walking distance.  It also boasts an art 
gallery. 
 
Montego Bay's original claim to resort fame was the fabulous Doctor's Cave Beach that attracted 
celebrities and socialites from all over the world.  The Beach is supposedly fed by mineral springs and it 
certainly rejoices in the most uncommonly clear and sparkling water. 
 
Nassau, Bahamas 
 
Located just 600 feet off the north shore of Nassau, Paradise Island is a favorite vacation spot for East Coast 
Americans, celebrated for its white-sand Paradise Beach.  Now the priciest real estate in The Bahamas, the 
island once served as a farm for Nassau and was known as Hog Island.  Purchased for $294 by William Sayle 
in the 17th century, it cost AP grocery chain heir Huntington Hartford $11 million in 1960.  He decided to 
rename the 4-mile-long sliver of land Paradise. 
 
In addition to its beaches, the island boasts beautiful foliage, including brilliant red hibiscus and a grove of 
casuarina trees sweeping down to form a tropical arcade.  Long a retreat for millionaires, the island 
experienced a massive building boom in the 1980s.  Its old Bahamian charm is now gone forever, lost to the 
high-rises, condos, second homes of the wintering wealthy, and the gambling casino that have taken over. 
 

For those who want top hotels, casino action, Vegas-type revues, some 
of the best beaches in The Bahamas, and a posh address, Paradise 
Island is the place to be.  Its natural beauty makes it a choice vacation 
spot nonetheless, perfect for a quick 3- or 4-day vacation.  
 
The centerpiece of Paradise Island is the mammoth Atlantis Paradise 
Island Resort & Casino, which comprises two towers, the Paradise Club 
and the Paradise Island Casino, offering gaming enthusiasts a true Las 
Vegas style resort with the sunshine, surf, and great seafood of the 
Caribbean.  
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New Orleans, Louisiana 
 

This is one of the few cities in America (if not the only one) where you do not feel 
as if you are in America.  It may sound cliché to call New Orleans magical and 
seductive, but it's the truth.  Every one of your senses is engaged from the moment 
you arrive.  The city is a visual delight, from the lacy ironwork wrapped around the 
buildings of the French Quarter to the stately, graceful old homes of the Garden 
District to the giant oaks that stretch across Esplanade Avenue or drip with ghostly 
Spanish moss in City Park.  To call New Orleans picturesque is not doing it justice.  
Music flows from every doorway or is played right in the street.  Jazz, Cajun, blues, 
whatever--you'll find yourself moving to a rhythm, and the very streets seem to 
dance along with you.  There are delicious smells in the air, which seems to carry a 
whiff of the Caribbean.  The moist, honeyed air caresses your skin and almost 
seems alive. 

 
This is a city that is fully, totally alive.  It's sensual and joyous, decadent but not exploitative.  Indulgences 
are many but for the right reason--they are fun.  This is a city where every business entirely closes for Mardi 
Gras; after all, "carnival" roughly means "farewell to flesh.”  No one's going to say good-bye to such things 
(as if they ever really do) without a big party. 
 
We tell people that all we do when we go to New Orleans is eat, drink, listen to music, dance, and walk.  
That's it.  And you can do just that for days without getting bored.  That's the kind of town New Orleans is.  In 
fact, that may be the simplest way to sum up its appeal--which is not an easy task.  For years, countless 
authors have tried to explain its gestalt.  You could fill entire bookcases with New Orleans-based or -inspired 
literature, some written by natives, even more by authors who came for a visit and never left. 
 
New York, New York 
 
Welcome to New York City – the only city on the planet brazen enough to call itself "The Capital of the 
World."  New York has never been subtle, self-effacing, or coy.  This is the Muhammad Ali of cities. 
 
The city is so mutable, so constantly changing, that it is almost impossible to 
get a fix on.  Restaurants and nightclubs become trendy overnight, and 
then die under the weight of their own popularity.  Fashions, almost by 
definition, change in the time it takes to try on a pair of vinyl pants.  
Broadway shows, exercise fads, even neighborhoods are all subject to the 
same Big Apple fickleness.  Nowhere else is the challenge so tough, the 
pace so relentless, the stimuli so ever changing and insistent – and the 
payoff so rewarding.  Simply put, New York never gets boring.  Anything 
can happen here. 

 

 
The city has a special magnetism--a charisma, if you will--that pulls in the 
intelligent, the creative, the determined, the overbearing, and the 
overblown from all over the world.  Just about any language and any 
dialect is spoken here, from Mandarin to Brooklynese; no other dot on the 
map is quite so ethnically, culturally, and socially diverse.  This is the nerve 
center of world finance and trade.  New York is the international hub of 
advertising, publishing, entertainment, and fashion, the creative core for 
the arts, the top showcase for pure celebrity.  And, now as never before, 
“The Big Apple” is a huge magnet for travelers from all over the country 
and around the globe, in search of a brief glimpse of it all. 
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Ocho Rios, Jamaica 
 

Once the archetypal sleepy fishing village, Ocho Rios 
(usually just called "Ochi") has become a favorite landing 
spot of Caribbean vacationers.  The bay is sheltered by lush 
garden-like mountains and protected by reefs.  Ocho Rios 
hums with markets, shops, restaurants, and discos.  Water 
sports and natural wonders are the attraction here.  Dunn’s 
River Falls, a 600-foot waterfall, drops to the beach, and is 
one of the most photographed and visited waterfalls in the 
world.  Climbing through a series of "staircase" waterfalls 
provides guests with an unforgettable excursion that is both 
challenging and exhilarating.   

 
In addition, Ocho Rios boasts some of the best shopping on the island, including Ocean Village, Pineapple 
Place, and Island Plaza.  The main street of Ocho Rios has the highest concentration of restaurants and 
shops found in the resort city.  Jamaican-made products have the best prices and make the best souvenirs.   
 
Oranjestad, Aruba 
 
In Aruba, when you lie back along the seven-mile stretch of white-sand beach, you'll enjoy an average 
82°F daytime temperature, trade winds, and very low humidity.  Moreover, peddlers on the beach won’t 
harass you; you'll find it relatively safe. 
 
Aruba stands outside the hurricane path.  Its coastline on the 
leeward side is smooth and serene, with white-sand 
beaches; but on the eastern coast, the windward Atlantic 
side, it looks rugged and wild.  Dry and sunny almost year-
round, Aruba has clean, exhilarating air, like in the desert of 
Palm Springs, California.  Forget lush vegetation here, as 
Aruba receives only 17 inches of rainfall annually.  Its own 
Palm Beach, one of the best in the world, draws droves of 
tourists, as do its glittering casinos.  Aruba is for vacationers 
who think that sun-drenched flesh is best complemented by an elegant evening gown. 
 
Though it is still a Dutch protectorate, Aruba became a nation unto itself in 1986.  With more than a dozen 
resort hotels populating its once-uninhabited beaches, it is now one of the Caribbean's most popular 
destinations.   
 
Orlando (Port Canaveral), Florida  
 
When visiting Orlando, the urge to do everything in the world, and then some, can be overwhelming.  With 
seven full-blown theme parks, four nighttime entertainment districts, a thriving downtown, a lively local 
cultural community, hundreds of smaller attractions, and thousands of restaurants, there is a plethora of 
things to do.  Below is listed a few of the many opportunities of fun in Orlando. 
 

Disney's exotic zoological theme park Animal Kingdom 
opened in 1999.  The 500-acre park combines thrill rides, exotic 
landscapes, and close encounters with wild animals.  Another 
addition to the Disney landscape, DisneyQuest, offers 100,000 
square feet of high-tech virtual reality games and interactive 
activities.  And to top it off, Cirque du Soleil, the world-
renowned troupe of acrobatic performers, opened a 
permanent, 1,671-seat theater in Downtown Disney in early 
1999.    The innovative Disney--MGM Studios theme park, with 
its movie-magic motif, was countered a year after it opened 

by Universal Orlando, which brought in Steven Spielberg as a creative consultant.  Church Street Station, a 
single-price-admission entertainment complex was followed closely by Disney's Pleasure Island, and now 
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CityWalk at Universal.  What's Wet 'n' Wild in town?  Disney has three water parks of its own.  Sea World is 
also growing, adding on a second theme park after years of sprucing up the older attractions, and adding 
a slew of new ones.  If you haven't seen Sea World in five years, you are in for a treat. 
 
Universal Orlando, which opened in 1990, continues ambitious expansion plans designed to give Disney 
some true competition.  A nighttime entertainment complex called CityWalk--a direct assault on Pleasure 
Island and Downtown Disney--opened in late 1998.  A second theme park, Islands of Adventure, joined the 
party in 1999.  It targets the young adult and teen audience--okay, all thrill seekers of all ages--with 
stomach churning thrill rides that are baby boomer favorites, such as Dr. Seuss and Spiderman.  
Collectively, all the Universal properties are now known as Universal Orlando. 
 
Orlando is not the only place to visit when calling on Port Canaveral.  An entire chapter of U.S. history has 
been written at the John F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC).  As the departure site for our first journey to the 
Moon, and hundreds of scientific, commercial, and applications spacecraft, and now as the base for 
Space Shuttle launch and landing operations, KSC plays a pivotal role in the nation's space program. 
 
Philipsburg, St. Maarten 
 

For an island with a big reputation for its restaurants, hotels, 
and energetic nightlife, St. Maarten is small – only 37 square 
miles, about half the area of Washington, D.C.  An island 
divided between the Netherlands and France, St. Maarten 
(Sint Maarten) is the Dutch half, while St. Martin is French.  
The divided island is the smallest territory in the world shared 
by two sovereign states.  The only way you'll know you're 
crossing an international border is when you see the sign 
BIENVENUE PARTIE FRANÇAISE, attesting to the peaceful 
coexistence between the two nations.  The island was 
officially split in 1648, and many visitors still ascend Mount 
Concordia, near the border, where the agreement was 
reached.  Even so, St. Maarten changed hands 16 times 
before it became permanently Dutch. 

 
The Dutch capital, Philipsburg, curves like a toy village along Great Bay.  The town lies on a narrow sand 
isthmus separating Great Bay and the Great Salt Pond.  Returning visitors who have been "off island" for a 
while are often surprised and shocked upon arrival in the St. Maarten of today.  No longer a sleepy 
Caribbean backwater, it has expanded like a boomtown in recent years.  Many hotels and restaurants 
sustained serious structural damage from Hurricane Luis in September 1995, but have since reopened with 
freshly renovated facilities, new and often better menus, and energized staffs.  A sense of freshness and 
rejuvenation now permeates the island.  In fact, you can live far more luxuriously on St. Maarten than you 
ever could before.  Duty-free shopping has turned the island into a virtual mall.  The main thoroughfare is 
busy Front Street, which stretches for about a mile and is lined with stores selling international merchandise, 
such as French fashions and Swedish crystal.  More shops are along the little lanes, known as steegijes, that 
connect Front Street with Back Street, another shoppers' haven. 
 
The nightlife is among the best in the Caribbean, with lively happy hours and casinos galore.  Sunshine is 
pretty much guaranteed year-round on St. Maarten, so you can swim, snorkel, and sail almost any day.  The 
island's 36 white-sand beaches remain unspoiled, and the clear turquoise waters are even more enticing. 
 
Playa del Carmen, Mexico 
 
Playa del Carmen, once a soporific, very Mexican fishing village, has mushroomed in recent years and its streets are 
now packed with tourists bustling about on day packages from Cancun. Prices have been forced up as a result and 
designer shops have started to move in. Nonetheless, it is lower key and on a smaller scale than Cancun, and 
attracts a predominantly younger crowd. Most of what happens here happens on the beach, where the sea is 
gloriously clear and the sand unfeasibly white; inland, the main center of activity is one block back on Av 5, 
pedestrianized across five blocks from Playacar to C 6. Here, a multitude of dive shops offer diving and snorkeling 
trips and you can stock up on clothes, crafts and exquisite jewelry from all over Mexico and Guatemala. 
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Roatan, Bay Islands (Honduras) 
 
Come discover the unparalleled beauty of Roatan, the largest of eight islands that are collectively known 
as Las Islas de la Bahia.  These islands rest upon the Bonacca Ridge, the result of an enormous crack which 
runs long the ocean floor, about 40 miles northeast of the north coast of Honduras.  Lava from the earth's 
mantle welled up through this crack and formed the Caribbean plate, which buckled and created the 
Bonacca Ridge.  Roatan is 40 miles long and less than four miles wide at its widest point. 
 
The islands have many attractions -- brilliant blue and clear water, palm-fringed beaches cooled by 
constant trade winds, exotic plants, and nature trails.  One of the finest points about Roatan is the extensive 
fringing reef system that offers the most spectacular diving and snorkeling in the Western Caribbean.  
Roatan offers the ultimate getaway.  Surrounded by warm Caribbean waters, this hilly island is as 
picturesque as it is unspoiled. 
 
The warm climate, usually in the '80s, is like the warm 
greeting you will receive from the friendly inhabitants.  The 
people of Roatan, population of about 30,000, have 
ancestral origins from eight separate cultures -- English, 
Spanish, Payan Indians, Garifuna, Afro-Antillean, Anglo-
Antillean, Spanish Honduran, and North American.  When 
you have had enough sunning and swimming, you can 
browse through the shops on West End, visit an aviary with 
exotic species of beautiful tropical birds, watch dolphins 
perform, or even swim with one! 
 
Roseau, Dominica 
 
Largely rural, uncrowded and unspoiled, Dominica touts itself as a 'non-tourist destination' for divers, hikers 
and naturalists – partly because it lacks those white-sand beaches so favored by holidaymakers to the 
Caribbean.  The island's main attractions involve strapping on some gear and working up a sweat, making 
it a great destination if your interests extend beyond lying motionless in the sun. 
 

Dubbed the Caribbean's 'Nature Island,' Dominica has a 
lush mountainous interior of rainforests, waterfalls, lakes, hot 
springs and more than 200 rivers, many of which cascade 
over steep cliff faces en route to the coast.  The only way 
to really experience this fabulous terrain is to pull on your 
hiking boots and start walking.  Get ready to test your calf 
muscles because the island has the highest mountains in 
the Eastern Caribbean; the loftiest peak, Morne Diablotin, is 
4747 feet (1447 m) high – not bad for an island measuring 
only 29 miles (47 km) by 16 miles (26 km). 
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Apart from its natural splendors, the island has an 
interesting fusion of British, French and West Indian cultural 
traditions, and is home to the Eastern Caribbean's largest 

Carib-Indian community. 
San Juan, Puerto Rico 
 
The capital of Puerto Rico is a spirited modern metropolis with high-rise beach strips, a major commercial 
center and a justly famous historic colonial core.  It dates from the early 16th century, making it the second 
oldest city in the Americas (after granddaddy Cuzco, Peru).  Today it's the engine of the island's economic 
and political life and the cultural beachhead for US influence in the Caribbean. 
 
For an old timer, San Juan can seem pretty spry - 
nothing like strips of high-rise hotels and heaps of 
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hard bodies littered about the beaches to make a town look young.  Even Old San Juan seems strangely 
fresh and well preserved given that it's getting on for 500 years old.  Many Caribbean adventurers never 
make it past San Juan: there's a lot to be said for being able to lay a towel down on an unmistakably white 
Caribbean beach, while having the culture and quaintness of a historic city and the convenience of a 
modern metropolis just minutes away.  But if day tripping appeals, the capital also makes a good base 
from which to explore the compact island. 
 
St. George’s, Bermuda 
 
This unspoiled town overlooking St. George's 
Harbor was Bermuda's first capital, and 
remains its most fascinating sightseeing area.  
The town is steeped in period charm as befits 
a place that was Britain's second settlement in 
the New World.  Many of its original twisting 
alleyways and colonial-era buildings remain 
intact, and several centuries-old structures 
have been preserved and set aside as 
museums. 
 
Attractions include Kings Square, where the 
attractive Town Hall (1782) overlooks the 
pillory and stocks once used to publicly 
chastise those who offended colonial mores.  
Nearby is the ducking stool where gossips and 
other petty offenders were forced to endure 
the humiliation of being dunked in the harbor. 
 
The Old State House dates to 1620 and is the oldest building in Bermuda.  Although modest in size, it 
incorporates Italianate features and has a stately appearance apropos to its former role as colonial 
Bermuda's parliamentary house.  To the north is Somers Garden, named after Admiral Somers who, quite 
literally, left his heart in Bermuda.  His vital organs (and his entrails) are contained in a modest tomb in the 
park.  As was customary at the time, the rest of his body was shipped back to England. 
 
The Tucker House is the 18th-century home of one of the islands' most prestigious families and has been 
well-preserved right down to the period furniture.  Dating from roughly the same era is the Old Rectory, an 
interesting place with the less than scintillating claim to fame of being one of the first houses on the island 
to have a stone roof. 
 
The Bermuda National Trust Museum occupies a stately colonial structure and concentrates on the role 
Bermuda played in the U.S. Civil War when St. George’s enjoyed unprecedented wealth from helping the 
southern states run the northern naval blockade. 
 
The original St. Peter's Church, a thatch-and-wood affair constructed in 1612, was one of the oldest 
Anglican churches in the western hemisphere.  The present structure dates from the early 1700s and is a fine 
building with open timber beams, marble memorials honoring early governors, and a mahogany altar that's 
the oldest piece of Bermudian furniture on the island. 
 
A handful of waterfront restaurants provide a perfect setting for atmospheric dining.  Nearby Tobacco Bay 
is a good swimming and snorkeling beach when you are through with all the history. 
 
 
St. George's, Grenada 
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Dubbed "Spice Island" because of the impressive 
amounts of nutmeg, cloves, mace, cinnamon, 
ginger and cocoa grown here, Grenada's dense 
forests and colorful markets have long attracted 



visitors to its fragrant shores. Covering this volcanic island are cascading rivers and lush rainforests, plus 
centuries-old spice plantations and rum distilleries still using traditional methods of production.  With a 
coastline indented by protected bays and beaches, and a rugged mountainous interior with waterfalls, 
Grenada appeals to adventure seekers whether they're armed with scuba gear or hiking boots. Because of 
Grenada's remarkable topography, the island experiences climate changes according to altitude. 
 
The pretty, pastel town St George's is often referred to as one of the most stunning Caribbean harbor cities. 
The yellow, pink, tangerine, lilac and white 18th-century French and Georgian English architecture of 
Grenada's capital presents as colorful a mix as the busy market street of Carenage. This center of activity 
where schooners unload their produce is packed with stalls selling exotic fruit, vegetables and of course, 
spices. 
 
The azure Grand Etang Lake and nature reserve in the center of the island is situated in the crater of an 
extinct volcano. Walking through the breathtaking scenery is a chance to see local spice trees and rare 
tropical flowers that make up the rainforest. The well-tended trails wander around the area's stunning 
waterfalls, including the rushing Annandale Falls. 
 
There are 45 beautiful beaches in Grenada, and all of them are public property. Grand Anse Beach is a 
smooth 2-mile expanse of white sand curving around the bay, and a favorite of locals and visitors. Located 
on the western side of the island, the bay is sheltered and calm, making it an ideal spot for water sports. 
 
St. John’s, Antigua 
 
With a population of around 30,000 - nearly half the island's total - bustling St. John's is Antigua's capital and 
only city.  The city has a certain immediate charm and, in the center, there are plenty of attractive old 
wooden and stone buildings - some of them superbly renovated, others in a perilous state of near-collapse 
- among the less appealing modern development.  It'll only 
take you a couple of hours to see everything but, even if 
you're not staying in the capital, you'll probably want to 
come back for an evening or two to take advantage of 
some excellent restaurants and bars as well as the city's 
nightlife. 
 
There's no beach to speak of in St. John's but, a short ride 
away, Fort Bay has a lovely stretch of sand, absolutely 
packed at weekends and on holidays, while nearby Fort 
James is one of the best-preserved colonial forts on the 
island.  The fort overlooks (and once protected) the narrow 
channel of water that has taken trading ships into the city's 
harbor for over 300 years. 
 
St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands 
 
St. Thomas, the busiest cruise-ship harbor in the West Indies, is not the largest of the U.S. Virgins – St. Croix, 40 
miles south, holds that distinction.  But bustling Charlotte Amalie at the heart of the island is the capital of 
the U.S. Virgin Islands, and it remains the shopping hub of the Caribbean.  The beaches on this island are 
renowned for their white sand and calm, turquoise waters, including the very best of them all, Magens Bay.  
National Geographic rated the island as one of the top destinations in the world for sailing, scuba diving, 
and fishing. 
 

Charlotte Amalie, with its white houses and bright red roofs glistening in the sun, is 
one of the most beautiful towns in the Caribbean.  It's most famous for shopping, 
but the town is also filled with historic sights like Fort Christian, an intriguing 17th-
century building constructed by the Danes.  The town's architecture reflects the 
island's culturally diverse past.  You'll pass Dutch doors, Danish red-tile roofs, French 
iron grillwork, and Spanish-style patios.  
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Because of St. Thomas's thriving commercial activity, the island is often referred to as the most "unvirgin" of 
the Virgin Islands.  Charlotte Amalie's Main Street is virtually a three- to four-block-long shopping center.  
The island's beaches, major hotels, most restaurants, and entertainment facilities are, for the most part, 
secluded away from the major traffic areas.  And you can always find seclusion at a hotel in more remote 
sections of the island.  Hotels on the north side of St. Thomas look out at the Atlantic; those on the south side 
front the calmer Caribbean Sea. 
Tortola, British Virgin Islands 
 
There are parts of the British Virgin Islands so beautiful, you'd want to stay there forever.  Think green hills, 
blue skies, tripped out sunsets, and beaches where the loudest noise is the donk of a coconut dropping on 
white powdery sand. 
 
Once the hideaway of buccaneers and brigands, the 
islands now attract a more salubrious yachting crew 
drawn by steady trade winds, well-protected anchorages 
and a year-round balmy climate.  Its new development at 
Wickhams Cay, a 70-acre town center project, has 
transformed the sleepy village capital into more of a 
bustling center. 
 
Road Town, on Tortola's southern shore, is the capital of 
the British Virgin Islands and the site of Government House 
and other administrative buildings.  Rugged mountain 
peaks characterize the entire southern coast of this 24-
square-mile island, including Road Town.  On the northern 
coast are white-sand beaches, banana trees, mangos, 
and clusters of palms. 
 
Willemstad, Curacao 
 
Just 35 miles north of the coast of Venezuela, Curaçao, the "C" of the Dutch ABC islands of the Caribbean, 
is the most populous of the Netherlands Antilles.  Visitors are attracted to its distinctive culture, warm 
people, duty-free shopping, lively casinos, and water sports.  Fleets of tankers head out from its harbor to 
bring refined oil to all parts of the world. 
 
A self-governing part of the Netherlands, Curaçao was 
spotted not by Columbus, but by two of his lieutenants, 
Alonso de Ojeda and Amerigo Vespucci, in 1499.  The 
Spaniards exterminated all but 75 members of a branch of 
the peaceful Arawaks.  However, they in turn were ousted 
by the Dutch in 1634, who also had to fight off French and 
English invasions.  The Dutch made the island a tropical 
Holland in miniature.  Pieter Stuyvesant, stomping on his 
peg leg, ruled Curaçao in 1644.  The island was turned into 
a Dutch Gibraltar, bristling with forts.  Thick ramparts guarded the harbor's narrow entrance; the hilltop forts 
(many now converted into restaurants) protected the coastal approaches.  In the 20th century, it remained 
sleepy until 1915, when the Royal Dutch/Shell Company built one of the world's largest oil refineries to 
process crude from Venezuela.  Workers from some 50 countries poured onto the island, turning Curaçao 
into a polyglot, cosmopolitan community. 
 
The largest of the Netherlands Antilles, Curaçao is 37 miles long and seven miles across at its widest point.  
Because of all that early Dutch building, Curaçao is the most important island architecturally in the entire 
West Indies, with more European flavor than anywhere else.  Classic Dutch-style windmills are scattered in 
and around Willemstad, the capital, and in parts of the countryside. 
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Destination Selling Features 
 
Basseterre, St. Kitts 

 Gorgeous, green, and volcanic St. Kitts has pink beaches, a magnificent mountain coastline, and 
picturesque fishing villages. 

 Boasts a colorful history of pirates and perhaps the Caribbean's most impressive fortress, 300-year-
old Brimstone Hill 

 
Belize City, Belize 

 Finds much in common with its island neighbors of the Caribbean Sea 
 Easy going Caribbean atmosphere can be noticed. 
 The people of this city represent every ethnic group in Belize. 
 Some of the best diving in the world 
 Dramatic Mayan ruins looming out of untouched jungle 
 Secluded eco-lodges cater to the most sedentary adventurers. 

 
Boston, Massachusetts 

 Cosmopolitan sophistication on a comfortable scale, balancing celebration of the past with pursuit 
of the future 

 Plymouth's Pilgrim heritage, the rugged coast and maritime tradition, and Cape Cod's beaches 
are well worth exploring. 

 A gateway to the rest of New England 
 Home to more colleges and universities in the U.S. than any other city 
 Nearby Lexington and Concord, where “the shot heard round the world” was fired in 1775 to begin 

the Revolution 
 Diverse ethnicities abound, offering many exotic tastes and foods to enjoy 
 Boston Common, either on or near its grounds, houses many of the city’s most historical sites, 

including the State House, Granary Burying Ground, and Old South Meeting House. 
 

Bridgetown, Barbados 
 Sophisticated, yet slow-paced tropical getaway filled with palm-fringed beaches 
 Harrison’s cave, filled with underground streams, thundering waterfalls, stalactites, and stalagmites 
 Careenage serves as this capital city’s center of activity with numerous sleek yachts in the harbor. 

 
Cancún, Mexico 

 Showcases both the country's breathtaking natural beauty and the depth of its thousand-year-old 
history 

 The sheer number of annual travelers to Cancún underscores the magnetic appeal of this resort on 
Mexico's eastern coast. 

 Cancún is the peak of Caribbean splendor with translucent turquoise waters and powdery white-
sand beaches, coupled with coastal areas of great natural beauty. 

 
Charleston, South Carolina 

 Historically romantic, Old South city provides all notions of antebellum days 
 Cited in Conde Nast Traveler as the fourth top city to visit in America 
 Known for its rich tastes and culture – paintings by Verner, ironwork by Simons, and the 

internationally renowned Spoleto Festival USA 
 

Costa Maya, Mexico 
 Unspoiled coastal paradise along the Yucatan, just south of Cozumel and Cancún 
 Exotic wildlife abounds, such as butterflies, tropical birds, deer, monkeys, and jaguars. 

 
Cozumel, Mexico 

 One of the top Caribbean destinations for any vacationer 
 Fabulous snorkeling, scuba diving, sailing, and water sports 
 Ancient Mayan ruins of Tulum or the lagoons of Xel-Ha and Xcaret offer adventurous excursions. 
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George Town, Grand Cayman 
 Capital city serves as the hub of government, banking, and shopping. 
 Wonderful duty-free shopping filled with English porcelain and crystal 
 Some of the best wreck diving in the world, coupled with powdery white, sandy beaches 

 
Great Stirrup Cay, Bahamas 

 NCL’s private tropical island 
 Enjoy water sports such as snorkeling, kayaking, or sail boating 
 Fill up on a delicious beachside barbecue, and then snooze in a hammock under a shady palm 

 
Houston, Texas 

 The largest and most cosmopolitan city in Texas 
 Third-largest seaport in the United States 
 Houston's downtown is filled with ethnic food booths, arts and crafts, kiosks, and other interesting 

exhibits--all in an open-air market atmosphere. 
 
Key West, Florida 

 Laid-back, party town offers great nightlife, dancing, bars, and clubs. 
 One-time home to Ernest Hemingway, Jimmy Buffett, and Florida’s best key lime pie 
 Beautiful, calm waters off the Atlantic ideal for water sports, beach goers 

 
King’s Wharf, Bermuda 

 British chose this site at the western tip of Bermuda as their 'Gibraltar of the West.' 
 Served as a dockyard facility and re-supply depot for ships heading between Nova Scotia and the 

British West Indies 
 The fort is built of limestone blocks in Georgian style and was first used by the British navy as a base 

to launch their raid on Washington, D.C., in 1814. 
 Dockyard now includes the fascinating Bermuda Maritime Museum, located in the fort's former 

keep, an atmospheric pub, a movie theatre, a craft market, and the Bermuda Snorkel Park. 
 
Miami, Florida 

 Mosaic of cultures and lifestyles 
 Home of Vizcaya and nightlife of the art deco district, South Beach 
 Home of the Everglades National Park 
 Two Miami characteristics remain constant -- predictable year-round warmth and its location on a 

peninsula pointing emphatically toward so many other nations.  
 Known as "The Capital of the Americas," Miami serves as Latin American and international 

headquarters for hundreds of multinational corporations. 
 
Montego Bay, Jamaica 

 Jamaica’s tourism capital 
 It boasts the most hotel accommodations, the most transport facilities, and is a cosmopolitan 

holiday center, offering a wide choice of amenities. 
 Three distinct areas in Montego Bay:  the city itself, the “hotel area,” and the outlying hotels and 

villas on the beach or hillside 
 Nature lovers’ paradise – beautiful beaches, hot fun in the sun, reggae, and great cuisine 
 Wind your way down the Martha Brae River on a bamboo raft 

 
Nassau, Bahamas 

 Just feet away from Paradise Island, celebrated for its white-sand Paradise Beach 
 Atlantis Resort & Casino a popular visiting spot for gaming enthusiasts 
 Beautiful foliage, red hibiscus and groves of exotic casuarinas trees form a tropical arcade 

 
New Orleans, Louisiana 

 Magical and seductive, the city is a visual delight, from the lacy ironwork wrapped around the 
buildings of the French Quarter to the stately, graceful old homes of the Garden District to the 
giant oaks that stretch across Esplanade Avenue or drip with ghostly Spanish moss in City Park.  
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New York, New York 

 Renowned as one of the world’s greatest cities – a must see for anyone 
 Fast-paced, Wall Street, Broadway, Times Square, Madison Square Garden 
 International hub of publishing, entertainment, fashion, and pure celebrity 

 
Ocho Rios, Jamaica 

 Dunn’s River Falls offers guests an exciting trek through cascading waterfalls. 
 Beautiful blue mountains, powdery sand beaches, hot reggae music, and hotter cuisine 
 Boasts some of the best shopping on the island, including Ocean Village and Pineapple Place 

 
Oranjestad, Aruba 

 Famous seven-mile stretch of white-sand beach 
 Romantic destination known for its beautiful weather, white-sandy beaches, and crystal oceans 
 Fabulous dining experiences filled with international flavors and tastes 
 Perfect for those vacationers who want to “get away from it all” 

 
Orlando (Port Canaveral), Florida 

 With seven full-blown theme parks, four nighttime entertainment districts, a thriving downtown, a 
lively local cultural community, hundreds of smaller attractions, and thousands of restaurants, there 
is a plethora of things to do in Orlando, which is the major attraction serviced by Port Canaveral. 

 Gateway to the magical theme parks of Orlando such as Walt Disney World, Universal Studios, and 
Sea World 

 Offers plentiful shopping, fine dining, and fun for the whole family 
 John F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC), the departure site for our first journey to the Moon, and 

hundreds of scientific, commercial, and applications spacecraft, is located here; serves as the 
base for Space Shuttle launch and landing operations, and plays a pivotal role in the nation's 
space program. 

 
Philipsburg, St. Maarten 

 Offers some of the best nightlife in the Caribbean with lively happy hours and casinos galore 
 Busy Front Street offers upscale stores selling international merchandise, such as French fashions 

and Swedish crystal. 
 Sunshine, clear turquoise waters, and white sandy beaches offer year-round water sports. 

 
Playa del Carmen, Mexico 

 fishing village, has mushroomed in recent years and its streets are now packed with tourists bustling 
about on day packages from Cancun.  

 Attracts a predominantly younger crowd.  
 Most of what happens here happens on the beach, where the sea is gloriously clear and the sand 

unfeasibly white; inland, the main center of activity is one block back on Av 5, pedestrianized 
across five blocks from Playacar to C 6. 

  Here, a multitude of dive shops offer diving and snorkeling trips and you can stock up on clothes, 
crafts and exquisite jewelry from all over Mexico and Guatemala. 

 
Roatan, Bay Islands (Honduras) 

 Brilliant blue and clear water, palm-fringed beaches, exotic plants, and nature trails 
 Extensive fringing reef system offers the most spectacular diving and snorkeling in the Western 

Caribbean. 
 
 People’s ancestral origins from eight separate cultures -- English, Spanish, Payan Indians, Garifuna, 

Afro-Antillean, Anglo-Antillean, Spanish Honduran, and North American 
 Aside from the unspoiled beaches, browse through the shops on West End, visit an aviary with 

exotic tropical birds, or swim with the dolphins. 
 
Roseau, Dominica 

 Dubbed the Caribbean’s ‘Nature Island’ 
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 Ideal spot for divers, hikers, and naturalists 



 Lush mountainous interior of rainforests, waterfalls, lakes, hot springs, and more than 200 rivers make 
this a paradise for excursionists. 

 Highest mountains in the Eastern Caribbean – Morne Diablotin is 4,747 feet (1,447 meters) high 
 
San Juan, Puerto Rico 

 Capital of Puerto Rico is a spirited modern metropolis with high-rise beach strips, a major 
commercial center and a justly famous historic colonial core. 

 Second oldest city in the Americas 
 Today it is the engine of the island's economic and political life and the cultural beachhead for US 

influence in the Caribbean. 
 Heaps of hard bodies littered about the beaches 

 
St. George’s, Bermuda 

 Attractions in the city include: Kings Square, Town Hall, the Old State House, Somers Garden, the 
Tucker House, the Old Rectory, and the Bermuda National Trust Museum. 

 St. Peter’s Church, one of the oldest Anglican churches in the Western Hemisphere 
 Quaint old homes with walled gardens along narrow streets 
 Beautiful, white sandy beaches 
 Fabulous snorkeling and scuba diving for all levels 
 Renowned Crystal Caves 

 
St. George's, Grenada 

 "Spice Island" because of the impressive amounts of nutmeg, cloves, mace, cinnamon, ginger and 
cocoa grown here 

 Grenada has a coastline indented by protected bays and beaches, and a rugged mountainous 
interior with waterfalls, Grenada appeals to adventure seekers whether they're armed with scuba 
gear or hiking boots. 

 The azure Grand Etang Lake and nature reserve in the center of the island is situated in the crater 
of an extinct volcano. 

 Breathtaking scenery, a chance to see local spice trees and rare tropical flowers that makes up 
the rainforest. The well-tended trails wander around the area's stunning waterfalls, including the 
rushing Annandale Falls 

 There are 45 beautiful beaches in Grenada, and all of them are public property 
 
St. John’s, Antigua 

 Exciting nightlife, filled with excellent restaurants and bars 
 Fort James still one of the best-preserved colonial forts on the island. 

 
St. Thomas, US Virgin Islands 

 Most heavily visited of the US Virgin Islands 
 Superb beaches (especially Magens Bay) contrast with chic boutiques and chimerical houses 
 Town of Charlotte Amalie is most famous for its shopping. 
 Filled with historic sights like Fort Christian, an intriguing 17th century building constructed by the 

Danes 
 Rated by National Geographic as one of the top destinations in the world for sailing, scuba diving, 

and fishing 
 
Tortola, British Virgin Islands 

 Year-round balmy climate attracts yachting crews. 
 Green hills, blue skies, pink sunsets, and powdery sand 

 
Willemstad, Curacao 
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 Caressed by gentle trade winds and perennially sunny skies, Curacao is the perfect spot for water 
sports, reef diving, and walks along the beach. 
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CARIBBEAN ITINERARIES BY SHIP 
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Norwegian Cruise Line’s 2005 and 2006 Caribbean itineraries for the Norwegian Crown, Dawn, Dream, 
Jewel, Majesty, Sea, Spirit, and Sun appear on the following pages:



NORWEGIAN DAWN  
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 NORWEGIAN DAWN 2006-2007
11-day Western Caribbean (Holiday Cruise) ARRIVAL DEPARTURE

22-Dec-2005 Thu NEW YORK, NEW YORK D 1700
23-Dec-2005 Fri
24-Dec-2005 Sat
25-Dec-2005 Sun OCHO RIOS, JAMAICA D 1200 1800
26-Dec-2005 Mon GEORGE TOWN, GRAND CAYMAN A 0730 1600
27-Dec-2005 Tue BELIZE CITY, BELIZE A 0700 1800
28-Dec-2005 Wed ROATAN, BAY ISLANDS, HONDURAS D 0700 1700
29-Dec-2005 Thu COZUMEL, MEXICO D 0700 1900
30-Dec-2005 Fri
31-Dec-2005 Sat GREAT STIRRUP CAY, BAHAMAS A 0700 1400
1-Jan-2006 Sun
2-Jan-2006 Mon NEW YORK, NEW YORK D 1000

CRUISE DAYS 11 

NORWEGIAN DAWN 2006-2007
10-day Eastern Caribbean ARRIVAL DEPARTURE

Day 0 NEW YORK, NEW YORK D 1600
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3 ST. THOMAS, US VIRGIN ISLANDS D 1100 1900

(OPTIONAL TOUR TO ST. JOHN IS AVAILABLE)
Day 4 TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS D 0700 1800

(OPTIONAL TOUR TO VIRGIN GORDA IS AVAILABLE)
Day 5 PHILIPSBURG, ST. MAARTEN D 0700 1800
Day 6 SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO D 0700 1600
Day 7
Day 8 GREAT STIRRUP CAY, BAHAMAS A 0700 1400
Day 9
Day 10  D 1000

CRUISE DAYS 10    2006 SAILDATES:  JAN 2, 12, FEB 2, 23, MAR 16, APR 6, 16, 26

NORWEGIAN DAWN 2006-2007
11-day Western Caribbean ARRIVAL DEPARTURE

Sun NEW YORK, NEW YORK D 1600
Mon
Tue
Wed OCHO RIOS, JAMAICA D 1200 1800
Thu GEORGE TOWN, GRAND CAYMAN A 0730 1600
Fri ROATAN, BAY ISLANDS, HONDURAS D 1000 1900
Sat BELIZE CITY, BELIZE A 0700 1800
Sun COZUMEL, MEXICO D 0700 1900
Mon
Tue GREAT STIRRUP CAY, BAHAMAS A 0700 1400
Wed
Thu NEW YORK, NEW YORK D 1000

CRUISE DAYS 11    2006 SAILDATES:  JAN 22, FEB 12, MAR 5, 26
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NORWEGIAN DREAM  
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NORWEGIAN JEWEL 
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NORWEGIAN MAJESTY  
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NORWEGIAN SPIRIT  
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NORWEGIAN SUN  
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